™

Mediterranean-Style
Steel Roofing Tiles

CANADIAN
EDITION

LIGHTWEIGHT AND RECYCLABLE

Give your home
the charm and
appearance of a
Mediterranean
villa!

Ideal Roofing’s Monteciano™ steel roofing tiles are stamped
in their traditional barrel-vault shape in a single operation giving
them additional strength, yet are 60 percent lighter than asphalt
shingles and 95% lighter than authentic clay, slate or cement
tiles. They are strong enough to walk on, while being more
resistant than asphalt, cedar shakes and aluminum roofing.
Manufactured from new and recycled steel, they are less dependent
on fossil fuels than common asphalt roofing shingles and less
vulnerable to fluctuating world oil prices. Unlike discarded asphalt
shingles clogging our landfill sites, they are entirely recyclable.
These steel tiles come in pre-formed panels 63.5 in. in width by
12.5 in. in length. They are protected by our legendary advanced
PVDF paint with Kynar 500 ® resin coating for exceptional durability and incorporate the advanced Cool Roof ® solar reflection
technology protecting from solar radiation and reducing the cost
of air-conditioning.

12.5”

63.5”
PVDF PRE-PAINTED GALVALUME (AZ 165) STEEL SYSTEM WITH KYNAR 500 ® RESIN ASTM-A792 SS GRADE “33” GAUGE: 29 (.017” THICK)

Ideal Roofing’s Mediterranean-style Monteciano™
steel roofing tile is designed to replicate the traditional
clay or terra cotta roofing tiles with their typical warm
and rich red earth tones, combining their unique
character, distinguished look and elegance with the
durability of high-strength steel roofing.
Like Ideal Roofing’s other steel roofing panels, our
long-life Mediterranean-style Monteciano™ steel
roofing tiles may very well be the last roof you install
on your house.
Ideal Roofing’s Monteciano™ steel roofing tiles are
available in many warm and attractive colours and
come with a limited 50-year transferable warranty.

THE LOOK AND FEEL OF THE OLD WORLD
WITH THE SUPERIORITY OF STEEL
As all other Ideal Roofing steel roofing products, our Mediterraneanstyle Monteciano™ steel roofing tiles have the unquestionable
advantage of being long-lasting. They will not deteriorate, warp,
crack, break, chip, peel or perforate under normal use and weather
conditions. When properly installed and fastened, our panels will
resist rain, sleet, snow, wind, sun and even burning embers from
forest fires.
Remember to ask your dealer about our Monteciano™ long-life
steel roofing tiles and our limited 50-year transferable warranty.
From now on, you have yet another reason to simply enjoy life.

Simply enjoy life!

For all accessories and flashings, refer to the Monteciano installation
manual available on our website (hard copy also available).

Environment-friendly.
This product is entirely recyclable.
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